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Our Work: B a s e d o n p o w e r f u l p r i n c i p l e s a n d e v o l v i n g
in tune with the times.

E

ditor’s opening note:

We devote this issue of Ripples to
meeting the challenge of finding
peace, kindness, and love in the face
of mounting challenges of fear, anger,
violence, and hatred that pervade the
Western world at present. They
threaten the existence of the entire
world. We begin with an article by an
active H.O.P.E. Group participant who
began life with ongoing exposure to
the old model of what might be be
well called the "human animal" and
then had a life-changing experience
of the incredible beauty and love that
are fundamental to the entire universe… an experience that ever so
many more humans are willing to talk
about today, and whose accounts
encourage us to see the power of the
way of peace.… knowing that our soul
is a "Light Being," which incarnates
with a divine purpose.
We in H.O.P.E. stand for Meaning,
Value and Purpose in the human condition. We know that
there are no two of us alike;
so we champion the individual, and support her/his right
to experience joy and happiness in her/his life.

Our second author shares with us a
beautiful poem about living the life
that one comes here to live. The third
piece is by your editor who shares his
experience with years of repeating
the Attitudinal Healing phrase, "We
can choose and direct ourselves to be
peaceful inside, regardless of what is
happening outside."

HEALING OF PERSONS EXCEPTIONAL

L

ove and Unity
—Patrice Griffin

A few days ago while visiting with
peeps on Facebook, (oh, yes, I love
my FB friends) there was an interesting meme that asked for a description of our world in just one
word. After giving it a nanosecond of
thought, my heart knew there is no
way to define our present world in
one word – it being two words; Love
and Unity.
For those who know the bible,
know that Christ’s words all add up
to LOVE.
1 John 4:8 - He that loveth not
knoweth not God; for God is love.
Mark 12:31 - Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself.
Romans 14:19 - Let us therefore
follow after the things which make
for peace, and things wherewith one
may edify another.
Jesus’ time on our planet was
spent spreading this message. A oneword message. Was it a new concept? I don’t think so. We, humans,

get lost or intentionally take side
trips away from our true path. It may
take a moment or a day or a millennium to find our way back.
And when we do find that path,
often obscured by hard lessons
learned along the way, we are then
greeted with our next lesson.
The lesson of this time is unity. Its
time, my friends, to find an acceptance beyond our profound love,
as self-loving, loving one another as
individuals, or all humanity, loving
our earth, and way beyond. That
“beyond” becomes unity. The word
of our time. I can mention religion
here because there is a new religion
that teaches Unity as its basis, The
Baha’i Faith, with this writing:
"It is not for him to pride himself
who loveth his own country, but rather for him who loveth the whole
world. The earth is but one country,
and
mankind
its
citizens."
—The Bab
Let me step beyond organized
religion to avoid that constant; the
fear of being lead or taught a theology instead of self-investigation to find
our own understanding of our place
in time on our Earth.
We have H.O.P.E. to guide us into
and through self-discovery. We each
do our work with the support of others who are walking their own paths.
Our stories, our active listening, our
loving compassion for one another,
all make a safe place to become who
we were born to be.
Unite with us. Unity is a powerful
thing. And a very powerful place to
live.

Ripples
Thoughts about compassion, peace, kindness, and love… helping
each other work through our troubles and get on with our lives.
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I

Will Not Die an Unlived Life
—Donna Markova©
\http://ptpinc.org/

I will not die an unlived life.
I will not live in fear
of falling or catching fire.
I choose to inhabit my days,
to allow my living to open me,
to make me less afraid,
more accessible,
to loosen my heart
until it becomes a wing,
a torch, a promise.
I choose to risk my significance;
to live so that which came to me
as seed
goes to the next as blossom,
and that which came to me as
blossom,
goes on as fruit.

E ditor’sT hColumn:
oughts on Peac e
It is a simple psychological truism
that "what we focus on expands,"
and since the Brussels tragedy, all
we are focusing on is "terror". If that
is all we focus on then we are
doomed to have nothing else! Consider this simple thought exercise…
"Whatever you do, don't think of a
pink elephant!" And there it is right
there and you can even see that it is
pink and not gray… a "pink elephant”
is just about the only thing in your
mind right now; isn't it? Instead, is it
not time that we started to direct
our thoughts to what we would like
to have happen? If you take a moment to reread Dawna Markova's
poem, you will find that she makes

the statement of not dying “an unlived life” to introduce what she
would like to have happen, namely
the very opposite. She starts spelling
that out in the fourth line, "I choose
to inhabit my days," and then goes
on to create the new results of that
focus.
This is a psychological process that I
learned to use with my patients nearly 50 years ago. I used to say, "How
can I help you?" A dear friend
showed me two false assumptions
here: first, you need help, and second, I know how to help you! She
was a master of Neurolinguistic Programming that examines the images
within the words. She taught me to
ask my patients what they would like
to take home with them from their
visit! It always produced positive –
and sometimes very striking – results. So I would propose to you,
dear reader, that we need to decide
for ourselves on that which we would
like to focus. Would it not be peace?
Of course, but how… MEDITATE…
change the focus of the mind from
busy to peaceful by any one of several methods that are easily found on
the internet and simple to learn.
I would like now to introduce you to
a specific action of compassion that
comes from Tibetan Buddhism. Its
name is Tonglen, which translates as
“giving and receiving”. It is an old and
effective practice that I learned
about 20 years ago from listening to
audiotapes by Pema Chödrön. As I
remember, she described it as a process of compassion – transforming
suffering into peace – by breathing
the suffering into the “space around
the noble heart” that is capable of
this transformation. Then you hold it
there quietly while the heart transforms it into peace. Finally, breathe
out the peace as a gift to the individual or situation that needs the compassion. She advised that this prac-

tice simultaneously relieves the practitioner of her or his own suffering! I
have given these simple instructions
to many people – even over the telephone – and they commonly got
back to me, saying, “It works!”
As I listened to the fighting words of
several of our current politicians
competing for political office, I found
myself in my own suffering, wanting
so badly to be able to do something
to stop this. My initial thoughts tended to join in the violence of the others, but, in time, I realized that the
only thing I could do was to practice
Tonglen. After a few moments of
struggling with their fear, anger, and
rage, my feelings softened and became peaceful. As they did, I began
to experience a marvelous side effect… kindness… kindness flowing
into the concerned individuals… including myself! As I continued the
practice, I felt my heart soften and
open, giving me a sense of presence
and awareness – love – that, together with the other two attitudes, let
go of the clawing anger and fear that
I had taken on from listening to the
others in their fear, anger, and rage.
About one month ago, I was reading
about the power of group meditations. Every proposal was to do this
once a day everywhere in the world
– simultaneously. I thought of the
crowd phenomenon often seen at
today’s sports events called “the
wave”. It occurred to me that there
might be an overall benefit to create
a wave going around the world with
people taking 15 minutes at noontime – their time – to do this practice. I feel balanced and comfortable
with this idea, and I leave you now
with the suggestion that you take
this time during your noon hour every day, holding a person or persons in
the tender embrace of compassion,
which bestows the peace that passes
beyond all human understanding.
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